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Abstract  
Creative artists are exploring a wide range of new narrative possibilities through live manipulation of 
software-generated visuals, video, and other digital media, known variously as videojamming, VJ-ing, 
visualism, or scratch cinema. Quartz Composer, a free tool for creating music visualizations, widgets, 
and screen savers, is a well-designed production environment for engaging an audience and 
expanding the narrative vocabulary for visual artists, writers, and storytellers moving past linearity and 
into more hybrid expressive forms. This presentation investigates how the Quartz environment can 
accomplish this.  
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1 PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW 

The genesis of this presentation was a visual/sonic performance by Florida Atlantic University's Media 
ExperiMental Ensemble (meme™) [1], presenting a set of Quartz compositions by ensemble director 
Joey Bargsten and graduate students from his course Creating Interactive Culture. This collection of 
work for live digital media and two dancers—Trialog and Interludes [2] — serves as a forum for 
discussing the impact of nonlinear, algorithmic environments like Quartz Composer (QC) on the 
conventions of narrative design in live performance. 

There is a certain charm in discussing narrative aspects of an essentially non-linear, interactive, and 
algorithm-based framework like Quartz. The Quartz environment forces us to reconfigure notions of 
setting, action, character, and story in more modular, abstract, nonlinear, and mixable terms. Clips 
placed in such an environment become static loops. One must engineer the dramatic arch or the 
dynamic shape of narrative as perhaps a series of successively presented and manipulated loops, 
perhaps (if one's interests follow that pursuit). An interactive environment like Quartz forces the 
designer/director to uncover more subtle, internal narratives within the visual vocabulary one selects. 

The graduate students were asked to create short (five to eight minute duration) interactive 
compositions ('Interludes'), in the form of narratives or abstract visual essays to be presented between 
multiple performances of Bargsten’s 17- minute work for live digital media and two dancers ('Trialog'). 
The venue was the spacious hallway adjoining the campus art gallery with the university theatres and 
the occasion was the biennial exhibition of faculty art work. 

The performance took place only three weeks into the semester, thus telescoping the students’ 
experience with QC. After an introduction to the Quartz workflow and environment, they were invited to 
explore QC production through a number of online tutorials [3] and begin sketching out their own 
compositions by tweaking and expanding existing compositions. 

 

2 QUARTZ OVERVIEW  

Apple's Quartz Composer is a free [4] developer tool that is packaged with the Macintosh Operating 
System (MacOS). It uses the patch metaphor for connecting and editing visual and interactive 
components, and the end result is a visual 'composition' which can be played as a stand-alone 
application on any recent MacOS computer [5]. It's an authoring environment that has been used to 
develop desktop widgets, screensavers, music visualizers (for iTunes), and visual effects through its 



growing library of filters. Quartz technology is tightly integrated with the graphics core library (Open 
GL) of the MacOS, which gives the environment its stability and solid performance.  

QC's interface is elegant and simple: the main elements are an edit window, a patch library, an 
inspector window, and the visualizer. The edit window is the primary workspace, and the workflow is 
straightforward: 1) search for patches in the patch library 2) drag them to the edit window 3) hook the 
patches together (i.e., outputs to inputs), 4) change setting of individual patches in the inspector 
window, and 5) view your resulting composition in the visualizer window.  

Structure is achieved in a Quartz composition by layering visual display elements and interactive 
objects, and by nesting patches within other patches. Still images and QuickTime Movies can be 
dragged directly to the Edit window and connected to visual layers (‘Billboards’). Sound files and texts 
can be accessed through inspector windows in specific patches. Compositions can be manipulated 
directly through cursor or keyboard control, or they can be controlled through the settings sliders or 
additional hardware controllers, from nearly 30-year-old MIDI keyboards to Microsoft’s Kinect [6]. In a 
live performance setting, the screen of the laptop or desktop system displays the editing environment 
while the visualizer window is expanded to the full screen resolution of the attached video projector. 

 

3 APPROACHING NARRATIVE IN QUARTZ COMPOSER 

3.1 Stills, videos, and live input 
Perhaps the fastest way to begin exploring narrative space in QC is to incorporate a set of still images, 
video clips, or live video inputs into a composition. Any of these elements (or any combination) can be 
mapped to almost any patch in Quartz that has an 'image' input on the left side. 

At its most elementary level, Quartz can function as a movie or slideshow player, giving the user 
keyboard control in paging through a number of clips or images. The visualist or performer can simply 
switch through a number of clips, and there is no limit to the number of clips in a sequential 
presentation (images or clips are incremented or decremented with each press of a key). Specific clips 
or images can also be assigned to individual keys. 

It is very easy to create a slideshow patch which allows all the still images of a folder to be indexed 
and incremented by simple keyboard input, with the output directed as an image to an input on a wide 
variety of Quartz patches. A reset key is useful for slideshows, and since only three keyboard keys are 
used in this configuration, a standard keyboard could trigger at least 30 sets of slideshows [7]. 

Live video inputs can easily replace static media, opening up both performative and narrative space. 
QC can easily accommodate two camera inputs (more with a USB hub), so camera switching and 
traditional TV directing skills can find a place in this digital environment, and conventions of live theater 
as it is unfolding can be thus transformed.  

However complex your visual or narrative vocabulary has become through Quartz, video feedback (the 
time-honored technique of pointing a video camera at the screen to which it’s connected, and first 
brought into the world of videoart by the legendary Nam June Paik) can create even denser, richer 
results. Shape, density, configuration of images, use of intervention objects [8], and additional 
processing (such as, say, a manual rotation of a field of live video cubes) produce multifold visual 
worlds. Narrative dimensions of video feedback can perhaps best be assimilated as visual essay, 
etude, fugue, or rhapsody rather than elements that propel a storyline forward in a predictably linear 
fashion.  

3.2 3D narrative space 
Simple 3D geometric shapes or primitives (cubes, spheres, and cylinders) can be mapped with still or 
motion media in Quartz, and multiple primitives can be placed on a composition as foreground 
narrative elements floating above a static or motion background. To enable navigation of a primitive, it 
can be nested within the trackball patch, allowing all the faces of a primitive to be viewed as the 
performer drags or spins it. 

In performance, a live video can be built into, for example, a cube design to incorporate narrator or live 
commentator to contrast the static or motion media on the other cube faces. The faces of the cube can 



each contain narrative stills or slideshows, so they are capable of revealing episodic or modular 
sequences. 

3.3 Image amplification and diffusion: particle system 
The richness of an environment like QC becomes apparent as one investigates the many ready-made 
patches in the library. Along with filters, automated meshes, and music visualizers, there are a number 
of patches that lend themselves to further examination of narrative space. A good example of this is 
the Particle System patch. 

An image input (still image, keyboard-driven slideshow, video clip, live camera, etc.) can be turned into 
little explosions of dozens of copies of that input, all following the cursor or—if Kinect is involved—any 
assigned limb. The end result can both amplify and diffuse the narrative intentions of a scene. For 
instance a Ken-Burns-style slideshow of the paintings of William Blake in the background, 
accompanied by a sonic remix of samples from Thomas Talis' Spem in Alium provided a wonderful 
contrast to live dancers and video synthesis in the Trialog and Interludes performance mentioned 
above. This created a compelling image essay, providing contrasting visual elements (a slowly 
evolving background sequence of images—the slideshow—against a frenetic foreground of dozens of 
smaller versions of the same sequence of images), as the mouse pointed to specific details in the 
slideshow. 

3.4 Expanded visual vocabularies: datamosh, glitch, and video synthesis 
Recent developments in digital visual vocabularies can support and further amplify explorations of 
narrative space. Several particularly idiosyncratic effects currently infusing contemporary visuals are 
available in the Quartz environment, such as datamosh, glitch, and video synthesis. 

Datamosh, the display of digital artifacts resulting from inappropriate data compression or 
transmission, has entered the digital visual vernacular since the production of such videos as Evident 
Utensil (2009) by the band Chairlift (video directed by Ray Tintori) [9]. The narrative quirk of datamosh 
lies in its redemption of commonplace, even banal imagery. Any two different image sources (live or 
digital video file) can be mixed to produce a flow of pixilated, ever changing imagery, resulting—at 
least in Tintori’s hands—in a beautifully fluid “digital liquid cinema” [10]. In Quartz Composer, 
datamosh is available as a plug-in (but presently limited to 32-bit mode operation) [11]. 

Another visual vocabulary-extender is glitch, which amplifies visual instability [12]. Like datamosh, the 
glitch patch for QC executes best in the program’s 32-bit mode. In narrative terms, glitch provides a 
fast and easy way of disrupting imagery, and undermining ordinary, routine visual representations [13]. 

The video synthesizer built by Steve Rutt and Bill Etra, was a remarkable achievement in the history of 
video experimentation, first appearing in analog form in the early 1970's. A tool of choice of such 
legendary video artists as Nam June Paik and Gary Hill, the Rutt-Etra Video Synthesizer has now 
risen phoenix-like from its analog past in the form of a Quartz Composer plugin, lovingly crafted by 
visualist Vade (Anton Marini) [14].  

The Rutt-Etra plugin was a central visual component in Trialog and Interludes. It allowed real-time 
parametric interaction with the live dancers: the interactive 3D synthesis took the form of triangles, 
rectangles, or strips of video imagery, all extruded according to the input of a second camera. Both 
cameras tracked the dancers from approximately the same shot. 

The visualist using the Rutt-Etra plugin can vary the size of the synthesis element, and when the 
plugin is embedded in a trackball patch, she can twist or twirl these geometric or video grids around 
the projection of the subject, which extends the interactive and narrative grasp of the Quartz 
environment. And finally, if the projector, subject, and projection are arranged to enable video 
feedback (with the camera’s subject as object of intervention), the result can approximate Kinect-like 
3D camera tracking (that is, the graphics follow the live activity). 

3.5 Games and avant-garde diversions as narrative models  
By adding elements of non-linearity, spontaneity, and non sequitur, a wide gamut of diversions and 
games has always informed our narrative vocabularies. Those games and diversions inspired by 
earlier parlor entertainments, Dada, and other avant-garde movements can be fluidly repurposed into 
digital entertainments using Quartz Composer: 



• Re-examining the exquisite corpse in QC terms (for example, primitives for each of the three parts of 
the human form—head, torso, and legs), could perhaps redeem this diversion from its current status 
as ubiquitous student art project.  

• Updating the performative aspects of tableau vivant as a digital environment might resurrect this lost 
Victorian parlor entertainment where live actors posed to recreate famous paintings. A more 
contemporary reading of this form could include iconic journalistic images from the past century, to 
contemporary internet memes like the pepper-spray cop [15]. 

• The Situationists' derivé could be the foundation for an extended visual essay, capturing the 
purposeful wanderings of a curious city dweller in an unfamiliar neighborhood. Such wanderings could 
be expanded to incorporate Google Earth, or any number of RSS feeds (a verbal commentary or 
narration); the final result framed within a Quartz composition.  

Contemporary games or diversions ripe for digital re-invention are endless: MadLibs® , Make Your 
Own Adventure®, Twister®, Truth or Dare . . . Each will suggest its own narrative trajectory within 
digital environments like Quartz. 

3.6 Music visualization: locking visuals to music 
One entire genre (or sub-genre) of application created in Quartz was not represented in the Trialog 
and Interludes program: the music visualizer. Popular commercial visualizers such as Microsoft's 
WinAmp and Apple's iTunes Visualizer convert the amplitude of a sound source to rather predictable 
changes in a range of visual activity. 

Music visualizers are only slightly more interesting to watch than oscilloscope readouts of an audio 
source. Almost never is there a built-in intelligence that triggers new visual vocabularies at specific 
points of a composition (although it would not be difficult to embed cue points into a composition), nor 
is there rarely an attempt to render recurring thematic (or musical) elements with a parallel visual 
component (a visual leitmotif)—and this is certainly not the principle visual/sonic correspondence to be 
made in our age (in fact, it's rather old-fashioned) but it points to only one of a multitude of possible 
expansions of the notion of 'music visualization' that could be incorporated into the next generation of 
Quartz visualizers. Certainly, this experimentation is not limited to Quartz. 

If the sound source for a music visualization is a live performance, however, then the landscape shifts 
and we might achieve a new amalgam of visual and sonic interaction through visual/spatial triggers by 
the performers. This new evolution in the vocabularies of digital-media enhanced performance can be 
seen in the remarkable profusion of interactions possible through the use of the Microsoft Kinect 
controller, in conjunction with ancillary software. The Synapse toolkit developed by Ryan Challinor 
allows output from the Kinect camera/sensor to be mapped to popular software like Max, Abelton Live, 
and Quartz Composer [16]. In conjunction with human beat-box triggering, Kinect can define a 
performative landscape of audio/visual events and gestures that fuse dance, music composition/ 
improvisation, and lighting design, as seen in the work of Kinect code-artists like VJ Fader (James Cui) 
[17] and Jason Levine [18]. 

Mapping a narrative onto a visual/sonic presentation is an evolutionary process, with many 
precedents. It would benefit contemporary visualists to review such monumental disasters as Disney's 
Fantasia (the original) to see how literal visual depiction of musical events can destroy any sense of 
visual/sonic poetry; likewise, they should watch Autechre's Ganz Graf (the video painstakingly 'hand' 
crafted by Alex Rutterford [19]) to appreciate how a audio-visual 'lock' can indeed work in an 
contemporary abstract, 3D context.  

For the series of compositions in the Trialog and Interludes performance, soundtracks were mixed live 
with Sapling 1.1, free audio software built with Max MSP by Kevin Holland [20]. Sapling enables users 
to mix any number of audio clips or samples, up to four at a time, altering the length and speed of clips 
randomly, and adding digital sound processing to the resultant mix. There was no attempt to synch or 
lock audio events with the visual presentation. 

3.7 Expanding Quartz—mixing compositions 
It's easy enough to create a patch that mixes two or more Quartz compositions. Just add the 
Composition Importer patch, and under the Patch Inspector Settings, select "Autoconfigure from 
Composition File". Be aware that compositions with the Clear Patch as an initial background 
(designated with a ‘1’ on the root level) will prevent other layers to be seen through it, so you may 



need to create specific patches for mixing compositions in Quartz. Possibilities quickly multiply when 
layering individual compositions: a cube with six clips, slideshows, or inputs can be layered on top of 
another composition that mixes two or more other clips as background elements. 

Many challenges to mixing multiple Quartz compositions have been solved through commercial 
applications. Two of the most robust environments designed for the videojam professional are 
VidVox's  VDMX [21] and CoGe [22]. Both these apps are not instantly intuitive (especially CoGe), but 
each promises a dynamic and fluid larger context for the collection of QC compositions one is likely to 
amass over time. These commercial tools support a vast range of hardware controllers, and (in the 
case of VDMX) can 'learn' most USB, OSC, or MIDI controllers attached to the main laptop or desktop.  

 

4 CONCLUSION 

Quartz Composer is a creative environment well suited for experiment and exploration of visual, sonic, 
narrative, and (with the help of Kinect and other sensor technologies) physical/virtual space. Because 
of its ubiquity, its low learning curve, its expandability, and its support from a large and often 
experimental user community, Quartz Composer is likely to stimulate remarkable developments for 
years to come. 
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